Symphonic Wind Ensemble

FLUTE
Bethany Frelier
Iman Williams
Sara Marshall
Rhett Tomlin

CLARINET
Jose Sanchez
Aaron Halloway
Sarah Cuba
Yuxiao Zhang
Myles Baldwin
Kelli Schlatter

BASS CLARINET
Raatib Rahman

BASSOON
Morgan McWilliams

ALTO SAXOPHONE
Derek Cobbs
Emily Covington

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Matthew Glasgow

BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Brett Gailey

HORN
Cassie Cardarelli
Erica Ohmann
Anna Bon-Harper
Julia Terhune

TRUMPET
Nathan Rhodes
Rhys Edwards
Matthew Texidor
Mason Klein
Oakley Bonney
Jerry Grimes

TROMBONE
Patrick Gadams
Grant Cunningham
Carson Longacre
Vincent Guzman

EUPHONIUM
Andrew Johnson
Damian Cason
Timothy Lopez

TUBA
Noah Mason
Steven Barba
Chase Anderson

PERCUSSION
Cameron Shattuck
John Kresge
Justin Willbanks
Scott Gaddy
Rebecca Dalseide
Axel Gray

PIANO
Matthew Driver

HARP
Hannah Watterson

University Band &
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Duane Coston, director

Wednesday, November 20, 2019 at 7 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
W.E. Singleton Center for the Performing Arts
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA

arts.vcu.edu/music
Program

Nordic Sketches
I. Halling
III. Paul On The Hillside

Sky Is Waiting
Trumpets and Bridges
Hero Music

University Band
Duane Coston, director

- intermission -

Fanfare for An Angel
Good Night, Dear Heart
Syphony No. IV: Bookmarks from Japan
I. Fuji-san
II. Nihonbashi
III. The Great Wave off Kanagawa
IV. Kinyuzan Temple in Asakusa
V. Evening Snow at Kambara
VI. Hakone

Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Duane Coston, director

University Band

FLUTE
Raven Bourgeois
Sierrah Courtney
Destinee Figgis
Susmita Manam
Victoria Rogers

OBOE
Kristine Mae Dulay

CLARINET
Davis Jonathan
Elycia Edwards
Ciarra Ott
John Pride
Kris Soto Girau
Jada Strother
Abbigail Block

BASS CLARINET
Elaina Leonetti

BASSOON
Chloe Doell

ALTO SAXOPHONE
Steven Booker
Kearra Bright
Guian Cruz
Maya Holmes
Richard Pannell

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Kenneth Travis

HORN
Steven Burton
Ryan Farley
Alexa Houghton
Lilia Melendez
Emily Oliver
Sahana Tharakan

TRUMPET
Christian Martinez Lemus
Clayton Parker
Thomas Shan
Tiana Taylor
Brandon Warren
Alexander Wilkerson

TROMBONE
Keith Batten
Malcolm Holmes
Alaa Ibrahim

TUBA
Desiree Figgis
Tobi Hasan
Brenner Malo
Isaac Patton

PERCUSSION
Dalton Arnold
Matthew Breaux
Curtis Kenney
Alonzo Alston Bowens
Kelly Freeman
Tyler Green
Gabriel Rogers
Carolyn Shortess

EUPHONIUM
Seth Armistead
Kaitlyn Fox
Andre Aboite